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In the taxi industry, it pays to make a good impression every time.  Built
on the latest Mercedes-Benz Vito Tourer chassis, the all-new M8™
benefits from design enhancements, specification upgrades and the all-
important addition of Mercedes’ new generation Euro 6 diesel engine.
So, take pride in your profession and outclass the competition with the
quality, reliability and style that are the hallmarks of the Mercedes-Benz
family.
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The Ultimate Hackney Taxi
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The Mercedes brand inevitably prompts high expectations – and

M8™ certainly doesn’t disappoint.  

If you like driving, you’ll love the latest M8™ taxi.  With electromechanical

power steering as standard, ECO start/stop functionality and the option

of 6-speed manual or 7-speed automatic transmission, M8™ provides the

perfect balance between efficiency, performance and ride comfort .

Whichever variant you choose, with its comfortable chassis set-up and 

all-round independent suspension, M8™ is a pleasure to drive.    

Driving Pleasure

7G-TRONIC PLUS automatic gearbox 5.8” TFT display with integrated connectivity
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When you consider how much time you spend behind the wheel,

why shouldn’t you enjoy a comfortable working environment? 

Comfort Cab

Taxiing is a serious commitment and can place strenuous demands on

today’s busy driver.  That’s why the comfortable, ergonomic interior of the

M8™ is a real motivator.  Reflecting the highest quality of materials and

craftsmanship throughout, you’ll immediately feel at home in M8’s refined

driver cabin.   

Up front, the spacious and bright compartment offers many practical

features and numerous storage options to make your life easier.  

With PARKTRONIC technology, M8™ can steer itself into a parking space at

the touch of a button.  You’ll also enjoy the benefits of excellent all-round

visibility, parking sensors and easy-access to all controls, including

Mercedes’ Audio 15, high-resolution display and numerous connection

points such as SD card, USB and Bluetooth®.

What’s more, both front and rear compartments are heated and air

conditioned to ensure optimum comfort for everyone on board, whatever

the weather. 
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With generous space for both passengers and luggage, M8™ is

guaranteed to impress your clients.

Having boarded effortlessly through the generous, electrically-operated

side door, your customers can settle into the six-person rear

compartment - complete with long-life luxury seating - with the

promise of a comfortable and relaxing journey ahead.  There’s plenty of

luggage space too thanks to the specially designed front luggage pen.

Combined with the space in the boot, M8™ ensures you can cater for

all eventualities.    

Space & Access
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Ease of Access

Being able to cater for every passenger is paramount in the taxi industry.

Standard access features such as twin running boards or electric side-

steps, grab handles and a hearing loop help make M8™ accessible to all.  

M8’s new one-piece TriClick™ ramp creates a robust and solid platform

for loading wheelchair passengers safely and with ease.  Once inside the

vehicle the spacious interior makes light work of manoeuvring the

wheelchair passenger into position, just as the self-adjusting restraints

and full lap and diagonal seat belts ensure optimum safety.  
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High Performance

Efficiency

Featuring Mercedes’ innovative BlueEFFICIENCY technologies under the

bonnet, the latest Euro 6 diesel engine offers a 20% improvement in fuel

consumption and reduced CO2 emissions.  The handy ECO start/stop

function temporarily switches off your engine when the vehicle is

stationary.  Vito’s underbody panelling also optimises aerodynamics,

meaning even more money in your pocket . Designed for maximum

efficiency, Mercedes’ latest power plant returns up to 46.3mpg in and

around town.  You can also be sure that your M8™ will have a strong

residual value when the time comes to change your cab.     

Maintenance

High quality engineering reliability, together with service intervals of up to

24,000 miles, are your promise of spending more time on the road

earning.  The ASSYST service level indicator will help you schedule service

and maintenance around the needs of your business.  The M8™ has also

been designed to make any problems easy to diagnose and address,

helping keep costs and lost time down should you ever have a need for

repairs. 

*Combined cycle, auto transmission.

46.3MP
G*
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Mercedes-Benz’ legendary commitment to continuous

improvement has created a vehicle of outstanding safety for

everyone on board.  

Safety as Standard

M8™ offers market leading standards of stability and stopping power.

Powerful disc brakes combined with a four channel anti-lock braking

system (ABS) and other high performance controls keep braking

distances reassuringly short and ensure the vehicle remains in control,

even in emergency situations.  Crosswind Assist, ATTENTION ASSIST, 

Hill-Start ASSIST and the latest generation of Electronic Stability

Programme also combine to protect you, your passengers and other

road users too.

Warranty and Breakdown

When your vehicle is your business, it’s important to make sure you have

cover in place to help keep you on the road.  For your peace of mind,

M8™ comes with a three year unlimited mileage warranty.  You’ll also

benefit from three years free roadside assistance so you can get going

again in the unlikely event that you do break down.  

Peace of Mind



Engine

Weight (Kg)

Rear
Semi-trailing arm axle with coil 
springs and shock absorbers

Brakes

Technical Specification
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Emission standard Euro 6

Fuel type Diesel

Cubic capacity 2,143

Max. power - PS 136

Tyres
Size 195/65 R 16

Fuel Tank

Capacity (litres) 57

Number of gears 6-speed 7-speed

Urban 33.2 39.2

Extra urban 53.3 51.4

Combined 43.5 46.3

CO2 (g/km) 171 161

Transmission

Fuel Consumption (mpg)

Emissions

Suspension

Front
Independent MacPherson struts with coil 
springs, shock absorbers and stabiliser

Additional safety Adaptive ESP with ABS & EBD

Dimensions (mm)
Length 4,895

Width - including door mirrors 2,244

Wheelbase 3,200

Rear overhang 808

Gross vehicle weight 3,100 3,050

Kerb weight 2,063 2,156

Height 1,890

Front overhang 895

114 BlueTEC Manual 114 BlueTEC Auto 114 BlueTEC Manual 114 BlueTEC Auto

Service intervals
Average 24,000 miles (automatic calculation plus 

ASSYST warning indicator)

Floating calliper discs, internally ventilated (front) with
automatic pad wear indicatorFront & rear

Max. torque - Nm 330

Start/stop technology ✓

Maintenance



3 year unlimited mileage warranty                                                                             ✓

Electronic immobiliser                                                                                                ✓

Security

Warranty and Breakdown Cover*

3 years Mercedes’ breakdown cover                                                                          ✓

Features & Accessories
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Full impact-resistant partition screen with pay area                                                      ✓
Two way intercom with automatic radio intercept                                                       ✓
Ready calibrated taxi meter                                                                                         l

Front high visibility taxi sign                                                                                            ✓
Full wheelchair access with new TriClick™ ramp                                                         ✓
Four remote keys                                                                                                      ✓
Twin running boards                                                                                                 ✓
Electric side step(s)                                                                                                     l

Automatic motion locking on passenger doors (above 3mph)                                     ✓
Grab handles                                                                                                           ✓
Spare wheel, tyre, jack and carrier                                                                              ✓

Semi-automatic front and rear air conditioning                                                           ✓

Satellite navigation                                                                                                     l

Central locking with remote control                                                                           ✓
Height and reach adjustable steering wheel                                                               ✓
Driver’s comfort seat with armrest                                                                               ✓
Electric front windows                                                                                               ✓
Leatherette upholstery                                                                                               ✓
Electrically adjustable and heated wide-angle mirrors                                                  ✓

Halogen headlamps with range adjustment                                                                ✓
Cup holder and console                                                                                            ✓
Additional step well lighting                                                                                      ✓

Six seat rear compartment                                                                                         ✓
Taxi Features                                                                              Seating                                                                                       

3 x 12 volt sockets                                                                                                    ✓
Additional rear compartment lighting                                                                         ✓
Rev counter                                                                                                              ✓
Warning lights                                                                                                          ✓

3-point inertia seat belts for all seats                                                                          ✓
Driver’s airbag                                                                                                           ✓
High-quality wheelchair restraints and seat belt                                                           ✓
All-round disc brakes                                                                                                 ✓
Anti-lock braking system (ABS)                                                                                   ✓
Electronic Stability Programme (ESP)                                                                            ✓
Triple brake lights                                                                                                      ✓
Safety steering column                                                                                              ✓
Front and rear parking sensors                                                                                   ✓

Safety

Comfort and Convenience                                                         

Electrically operated rear vent windows                                                                          ✓

Comfort overhead control panel                                                                                    ✓
Active Park Assist                                                                                                           ✓

Interior Features                                                                         

Front luggage area in place of passenger seat                                                            ✓

Cruise control with variable speed limiter                                                                    ✓

Entertainment                                                                            

Audio 15 infotainment system with TFT screen                                                            ✓
SD card slot, USB and AUX ports                                                                                    ✓
Bluetooth® connectivity                                                                                                 ✓

Hydraulic-assisted tailgate                                                                                          ✓
Chrome radiator grille                                                                                                ✓
Metallic paint                                                                                                            ✓
Colour coded bumpers                                                                                              ✓
Full size wheel trims                                                                                                  ✓

Exterior Features

Alloy wheels                                                                                                              l

Key ✓= Included l = Optional *Terms and conditions apply.



For further information or to arrange a free

home demonstration call our friendly customer

service team today or visit our website.

0800 916 3061

www.cabdirect.com
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